JDIA Hockey COVID EOC Requirements
updated 8/13/21 (partial EOC approval)
Lobby Capacity
Increase for 8 yrs
old and under

35 includes refs,
coaches and everyone
on benches

35 includes those
in scorebox

Yes

Yes

Allowed

N/A

35 includes refs,
25 includes those in
coaches and everyone
scorebox
on benches

Yes

Yes

Allowed

5

Yes

Yes

Allowed

5

30

20

Locker Rooms

Use of Benches

Everyone, All the
Time

Games

3 Current
Level as of
8/10/21
4

TBD

Checking Drills

2

TBD

Number in Lobby
(spectators)

Risk Level

1

Number on Ice

Mask Required in
Facility

CBJ COVID info: https://juneau.org/covid-19

YES
15 skaters (+ 1 parent) per
locker room. Available to
change out skates and bag
storage only - see details
below

Facility Potentially Closed

General:
JDIA will continue to due health screening of youth, status quo.
Water bottle protocol: Don't share bottles, slipping straw under mask encouraged, okay to temporarily remove mask to drink if distanced.
Temporary is less than one minute.
Cohorting of skating groups encouraged.
Vending machines will be operating. Water fountain is not available, but the Water filling station is-please bring your own bottle or purchase a
reusable Treadwell tumbler for $20.00.
GAMES during level 1, 2 & 3 -TBD (not approved by EOC)
2 people max in score box MUST BE OF SAME COVID BUBBLE (spectators)
No penalty box attendant allowed
REFEREES - To provide appropriate space for referees, we are opening up Locker room (LR) 6 and ask that a ref check out the LR key at the front desk before each
session. Staff will clean the locker room in-between each session. Note: the ref room is no longer available and the door code has been changed to avoid confusion.
LEVEL 1-3 - Patrons, refs, goalies, skaters, etc are required to enter and exit the rink 15 minutes before and 15 minutes after the ice time.
Locker Rooms (EOC Approved) - JDIA coach/safesport parent must sign out keys to locker rooms 15-20 minutes before ice time. Masks are required at all times.
Showers not available. Everyone must vacate & Keys MUST be returned 12-15 minutes after ice time.

